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Untreated, opioid dependence carries a high mortality and morbidity risk. Opiate Replacement 
Therapy (ORT) is a safe, effective and evidence based harm reduction intervention that 
reduces these risks. The most widely used pathway into ORT in Edinburgh is via the recovery 
hubs where rapid treatment access has been a long term challenge in Edinburgh, which has 
been exacerbated by declining resources. There can be long waits and low retention with the 
current system in place which was highlighted in recent reports by staff and patients.   

Reduce the time from triage to prescription for ORT Specific aim: 

Measurement of improvement: 

•More awareness amongst staff of variations in patient experience 
•Better experience of services being more streamlined , efficient 
•Improved retention in treatment & reduction of clinical risk for patients (NFO, DRD) 
•Improved collaborative working between NHS Lothian & Third sector, capacity building of 
staff, appropriate referrals to  
 

Effects of change: 

•Think small & start small 
•Overcoming caution amongst staff of testing 
something new 

• Challenges in reaching & getting feedback from 
the relevant clients 
•Different staff cultures  

Lessons learned and message for others: 

Quality issue/ initial problem 

• Action plans to engage staff 

•3rd sector trained to do oral drug test at triage 
• Allocate & agree a nurse appointment with patient at triage 
• Change communication methods with patients 
 

• Cause & effect diagram   

• Process map 
•Driver diagram 
•Run chart 

Tools: Tests of change 

Baseline data was gathered to look at the number of 
appointments a client has before getting onto ORT. A 
run chart was used to demonstrate the variation & 
anotation was added to contextualise. There was a 
great deal of variation. This should reduce and sit 
below 3 appointments. The same chart can be 
produced looking at time before ORT and anyone 
fast tracked to ORT should have a prescription by 3 
weeks. The patient outcomes will also be tracked.   


